The history of museums has mostly centered around questions of exhibiting, display and spectatorship. But museums do not just consist of exhibition halls. They are composed of vast hidden spaces, where the majority of museum objects are kept. In this talk Dr. Mirjam Brusius will address the binary between “display” and “backstage” of museums from a historical angle. Backstage areas were never simply areas where potential display objects are kept. They performed functions that, when studied, reveal deep purposes of the museum that go well beyond a mere history of display. They often included archives, study centers and libraries, which were places of scholarly encounter. The talk will also raise some fundamental questions about the nature of museums today. Why do museums store objects they might never display, and which intentions might those objects fulfill? These questions seem to matter more than ever since calls for the repatriation of certain objects have become the focus of public debates in Europe in the recent years.
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